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The layout has been generated by following guidelines within the Technical Guidance. 

General issues addressed are: 

 2no existing vehicle/pedestrian site access points to be removed and footpath infilled to 
adoptable standards 

 Existing access from the roundabout to be upgraded for the new (larger phase) residential 
development.  2m wide footway at access radius adjusted to suit 



 New access formed at South-East side of site for vehicular and pedestrian access the smaller 
phase of the residential development 

 Glencraig Street entrance to be stopped up.  Footpath to be formed from Glencraig Street to 
provide pedestrian link through site 

 4.5m x 60m visibility splays at new smaller phase access point 

 No planting zone at improved access from existing roundabout 

 Driveways of sufficient size to accommodate 2no cars (3no cars total per unit with 
integrated garages included) 

 Driveways of sufficient sizes (outwith service strip zones) 

 2m service strip zone to either side of shared access road/footways 

 SUDS pond for surface water from the development, including road surfaces 

 Street design is distinctive; safe and pleasant; easy to move around; welcoming; adaptable 
and resource efficient. 
 

The general road line on the site has been calculated to provide the most efficient means of 

overcoming the site levels, while minimising the requirement for retaining walls and to achieve 

garden gradients within acceptable limits.  Cut/fill operation balance is also most efficient with this 

configuration; a balanced amount of cut/fill would be required with the proposed layout. 

The proposed main access point to the remaining site from Victoria Place is largely per the 

recommendations of Roads, including visibility splays, 10m radii, over 10m minimum deep ‘waiting 

area’ etc.   Note that the existing roundabout is not currently per current design standards 

Beyond the 2no access points, a target of 20mph maximum vehicle speed is achieved by various 

means.   

Larger phase (serving 30no units):  The road alignment immediately turns after a safe waiting area 

from the roundabout, thereby promoting a reduction in speed to 20mph.  Road finishes change after 

a small stretch to interrupt forward visibility and alert vehicles to a shared surface scenario.   

Smaller phase (serving 10no units):  The road alignment is skewed immediately after a waiting area 

to interrupt forward visibility and alert vehicles to a shared surface scenario.  Road finishes beyond 

the bellmouth immediately changes to highlight this.   

The narrowing feature influences the psychology and perception of entering vehicles, thereby 

affecting a reduction in speed.  A change in road surface material from a main road finish to a 

standard coloured block finish transition areas will have a similar effect.  The transition between the 

entrance point and standard coloured block transition surface will signify the beginning of the 

pedestrian/cyclist and vehicular shared area, with none having precedence.  A significant change of 

road surface finish is a well-established method of promoting caution by road users and encourages 

additional awareness of the surroundings.  The use of flat top kerbing starting from the transition 

area will give a perception of non-precedence as the road/footpath areas are no longer delineated 

by raised kerbing. 

Coloured block finishes are introduced in both phases to provide ‘feature squares’ that could also 

contain suitably sized turning areas for delivery/refuse/emergency vehicles etc. 

Although the driveways are generally to the front of the proposed houses, the alignment of the units 

is irregular along the frontages. 



The driveway arrangements are the same as the recently completed adjacent development at 

Martyn Street in Airdrie (ref: 18/00643/ful), except driveway lengths are now improved as the 

service strips are not included in driveway lengths in this application.  If recently acceptable at 

Martyn Street, we would suggest that the arrangements should apply here.  We would also like to 

avoid excessive driveway mass that would greatly reduce green space in the development.  Type ‘A’ 

has the smallest integrated garage at 3.045m wide x 5.135m deep which exceeds average parking 

space dimensions.  Planning dispensation sought on the matter in these circumstances 

The irregular alignments of units and a mix of house types is intended to create a more interesting 

streetscape throughout.  Along with the use of irregular landscaping lines on both sides; the visibility 

and perception of the vehicle user will influence a reduction of speed to below 20mph. Caution by 

vehicle users will therefore be required along the entire length of the journey to the turning area.  

Traditional traffic calming measures (such as ‘sleeping policeman’ and speed bumps) will not be 

required with this configuration. 

The irregular alignment is created in the larger phase by a ‘pinch point’ (reducing to 3.7m width) that 

is not sharp enough to prevent the tracking of service/refuse/delivery/emergency vehicles moving 

through the street. 

As the access routes are for the use of the users of 40no units in total, the expected pedestrian and 

traffic volumes is expected to be minimal and spread throughout the day. 

The access surface is generally 5.5m wide in order that there is sufficient manoeuvring space for 

vehicles reversing from their driveways, as well as to provide sufficient space for 

service/refuse/delivery/emergency vehicles.  This width will also accommodate a service zone along 

two sides, in order that vehicle access can be maintained if access is ever required to utility lines on 

either side. 

It is not intended to provide raised kerbs between shared, driveway and landscaped surfaces in 

order to oppose precedence for vehicles and promote the perception of shared surfaces.  Such 

surfaces can be delineated by flat top kerbing, swales, precast drainage channels and other minimal 

transition details.  Details will be subject to civil engineering detailing which will be prepared in due 

course to address any relevant planning conditions. 

Visitor parking is evenly spread along the access surface, using a mixture of parallel (2.5m x 5.5m + 

splay) and perpendicular (2.5m x 5m) parking configurations.  These spaces are provided by standard 

formations, delineated by a differently coloured standard block.  Note that we have shown 14no 

visitor spaces associated with 40no units scheme, which amounts to 35% in excess of 

recommendations.   


